The Cave | First Assembly

The first time you assemble „The Cave“ you must connect frame, inner and outer tent with each other. You only need to do this
once. From that point on you can pack everything together „as is“ into the tent bag so that next time you only need to unpack
it and pump it up. The tent, including outer and inner tent, then puts itself up „by itself“.
The first assembly proceeds as follows:

1. Spread out the inflatable diamond grid (IDG), i.e. the blow-up airframe, evenly across
the ground. When doing so, ensure the individual struts are not twisted. Now use the pump to
partially inflate the frame. To do this, simply connect the pump via the adapter to one of the five
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valves. The pump adapter is stored in the small accessories pouch.

2. Two separate ties are secured to one of the struts. This is the entrance.
Position this point where you want it.

3. Now, starting from the grid, you can begin to couple the inner tent to the grid. To do this,
spread out the inner tent (white/blue) and position the inner tent entrance at the strut mentioned
above. Now connect the toggles of the inner tent bottom (blue) to the black D-rings on the frame
struts. Simply push through and twist and that‘s it!

4. Now spread out the outer tent (grey). Also position the entrance first here and hang the
outer tent on the airframe. To do this, secure the toggles to the D-rings at the top and the hooks to
the O-rings at the bottom.

5. Finally, the inner tent is suspended inside the outer tent. The small toggles are
used to do this. Connect them to the O-rings provided for them on the inside of the outer tent.
The inner tent also has large toggles. These are used if one wishes to use the inner tent on its own
(without the outer tent) and secure it directly to the frame.

6. Now pump up the frame until the struts are filled with air. The remainder takes care of itself.
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Welcome home!

